Ely PCNs Covid Vaccination Weekly Update - 25 Feb 2021
Last week was another quiet one due to a small delivery. However, things are picking up
again now and we have lots of vaccination clinics over the next couple of weeks and beyond.
Here are our latest stats:
• 17,000 vaccines given so far from 15th Dec 2020 to 21st Feb 2021
• Cohort 1 (Care homes): 100% of all our consenting care home residents have been
vaccinated
• Cohort 2 (Over 80s): all invited, and approx. 96% vaccinated
• Cohort 3 (Over 75s): all invited, approx. 96% vaccinated
• Cohort 4 (Over 70s and clinical extremely vulnerable): all invited, approx. 68% vaccinated
(down from 92% purely due to the recent expansion of this cohort - you'll have received a
letter if this affects you)
• Cohort 5 (Over 65): 79% vaccinated; invitations sent out from mass vaccination sites
• Cohort 6 (16-64 with underlying conditions): 18% vaccinated, SMS invitations being sent
out in batches
Anyone from Cohorts 1-4 who has not yet managed to book an appointment, particularly
patients newly assigned to Cohort 4, please call your surgery for assistance.
Patients from Cohorts 5 and 6, please wait to hear from us, either via SMS or phone call.
Cohort 6 is especially large, so we are sending invites out in phases.
We are vaccinating as quickly as we can based on the deliveries we are allocated. Over the
next two weeks we will deliver over 7000 vaccinations, including starting to give second
doses where the appropriate time has lapsed. We are optimistic that this pace of vaccine
delivery will continue, and that we will get to you soon if you haven't heard from us yet.
Thanks so much for your patience and understanding as we work through patient lists to get
you all vaccinated as quickly as possible. Big thanks also to our regular patients for bearing
with any changes we need to make to regular service while vaccination clinics are running.
Our staff and volunteers are equally as committed to ensuring you receive the same quality
of care, so your cooperation with them is greatly appreciated.
It continues to be such an inspiration for everyone involved to be working together on this
amazing effort - so enormous thanks once again to all who have offered their time, their
words of encouragement, their many kindnesses and their lovely food to keep everyone
going (last week the Lemon Tree).
Thanks again to all of you for your support and community spirit.

